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IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
the same day because they heard
a rumour to the effect that the
payee was in trouble. As it
turned out in this particular case,
banking officials common to
both companies saw to it that the
matter was put right instantly.
If products or goods have been
supplied to your satisfaction and
in compliance with all
contractual agreements, there is
no justification for delaying -- let
alone witholding -- payments
which are due under the agreed
trading terms.
There is no denying that the
recession has helped clean up the
industry, to reduce the number of
cowboys and to create a more
professional and honourable
trading environment. However,
if you thought that all the bad
eggs had been weeded out ...
think again. Don't let your guard
drop just yet!
Potterton Myson's Belgard Road Landmark
Potterton Myson (Ireland) Ltd's new headquarters on the Belgard
Road in Dublin has become a recognised landmark, especially given
its attractive appearance when lit up. However, more important is the
substance contained therein. In addition to housing a wealth of
expertise and industry know-how in the form of product and
personnel, it also contains perhaps the most advanced training
facilities within the building services industry in Ireland. Arrange a
visit ... you won't be disappointed.
There i even a recent instance of
a company paying a well-
overdue cheque on a particular
day, only to put a stop on it later
Help Jack pick his squad for the US and win
a Mltsubishi Electric Nlcam stereo colour
television to watch the World Cup on.
BSNews and Mike Sheehan, sales Manager,
Mltsublshl Electric, Air Conditioning (our co-
sponsors) invite you to have some fun and
see if you can predict Jack's selection for
the trip to America. The competition Is open
to all.
Give
Jack
A and!
of the damage caused by those
who persistently fail to honour --
within a reasonable time cale --
payments due for services
rendered and/or products
supplied. F~nny how it's always
the same names wliich crop up
when industry gatherings di cuss
such matters. Not suprisingly,
those same names are again top
of the list in relation to a new
variation on this witholding
tactic. However, this new slant is
much more blatant. If you know
that a debtor of yours is in
difficulty, the idea is to withold
payments still further, thereby
compounding that company's
difficulties. The apparent
reasoning is that, if you hold out
long enough, they will go out of
business and you won't have to
pay at all!
he rumours about a
certain, well-established
distributing company
bei evere difficulties are all
true. However, as we go to press,
it is not true that the company in
quesiton -- which we cannot
name for legal reasons -- has
gone into liquidation.
Unfortunately, the situation may
well come to that, especially if
those intent on damaging the
company for their own gain
persist in circulating this
falsehood.
BSNews is not putting this
particular company forward as a
charity case. However, they are
entitled to what is rightfully their
due. Which brings us to the point
of this story.
) again we have spoken
Donlt Let Your Guard
Drop Just Yet!
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The sweltering heat of Orlando and
New York could make things a little
uncomfortable for Jack's Army when they
take on the world in this summer's
World Cup Finals in America.
But no matter how hot the action gets
on the field, every man jack watching the
game in Ireland can expect to be cool and
comfortable thanks to Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning Systems.
They're more compact. Easier to install.
And they're as quiet as Wembley Stadium
after the opposition has scored a goal.
The new PLH Cassette controller can be wired
to control separate Lossnay Heat Exchangers from
one panel. An optional Fresh Air Casement can be
added to duct air direct from outside or via a
Lossnay unit. The standard integral filter may be
replaced with integral high efficiency filters. And
Twin and Triple options allow two or three indoor
units to be served from one outdoor unit.
And because they feature the world's first
environmentally friendly chargless refrigeration system,
they're as "green" as the Irish squad's strip.
So make sure your customers keep their cool
when the action hots up during the World Cup.
Find out more about Mitsubishi Electric
Air Conditioning by phoning (01) 450 5007 today.
+ MITSUBISHI
.'ELECTRIC
Environmental Control Systems 2
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members of the following:-
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The Irish Home Builders Association (IHBA);
Builders MerchantslTrade Supply Outlets.
In addition, Irish Building Services News
circulates to independent building services
contractors and key executives in industry.
Government, Semi-State and local authority
bodies. Essentially, our circulation is virtually
saturation coverage of all those with an
interest and/or involvement in the industry.
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ADVANCE SALES LEADS I
ewmarket Information, the Dun Laoghaire-based
construction information company, provides advance
information on new construction projects nationwide - all
potential leads for contractors, sub-contractors and
suppliers. The company publishes information in the
weekly CIS report which provides full project details,
contact names, addresses and telephone numbers, design
team details and tendering and construction schedules. The
following listing is provided by CIS Report and gives a brief
description of the types of projects covered. To obtain
information on the service phone 01-2809476/2809557.
CAVAN
Electrical transformer
manufacturers, Pauwels Trafo
Ireland Ltd have sought
planning permission for the
construction of a new factory,
together with associated
ancillaries, at Annageliffe,
County Cavan. The 3,000 sq.m.
building will comprise factory
space, minimal offices, a
canteen and toilets.
Construction work, costing
between £800,000 and
£900,000, will start this month
or next and will take six to
seven months to complete.
Univet Ltd, the veterinary
supply manufacturers, are to
construct a new factory unit for
the blending and manufacture of
veterinary pharmaceutical
products at Tullyvin Demesne,
County Cavan. The two single-
storey units will measure 2,423
sq mand will include two-
storey offices.
Building contractors Thomas
McGurk and Company Ltd
started construction recently on
a £1 million factory extension,
at Ballyconnell, County Cavan
for plastic container
manufacturers, Boxmore
Plastics Ltd. The single-storey
exten ion, measuring 3,656 sq
m, will be constructed in a steel
frame.
CLARE
Building contractors Michael
Lynch Ltd started work
2 BSNews, March 1994
recently on the construction of a
£1 million factory building at
the Shannon World aviation
Park, Ballycasey, Shannon,
County Clare for Shannon
Development Company. The
3,000 sq m building will include
two-storey offices to the front.
Pharmaceutical
manufacturers Sua Ltd have
been given the go ahead by an
Bord Pleanala for the
construction of a new £2 million
pharmaceutical building,
together with associated
ancillary works including a
firewater storage tank, an
extension to the existing
pumphouse (40 sqm),
transformer, bunded solvent
storage, dust collector, chiller,
scrubber and a new roadway
and entrance to the Old Airport
Road for emergencylfIre access,
on a 7-acre site at the Shannon
Industrial Estate, Shannon,
County Clare.
CORK
The Minister for Agriculture
recently announced a major
expansion of the General
Instruments plant in Cork. It is
expected to be undertaken in
two phases. The first phase will
involve the erection of a new
assembly plant and the second
phase the construction of
cleanrooms, to Class 100,000.
The project is still at an early
design stage but planning
permission for the development
could be ought soon with the
project reaching tender stage
later this year.
Generallnstruments is currently
undertaking some minor
modifications to the existing
plant at Macroom as it awaits
the construction of the new
facility.
Building contractors QIFlynn
Construction Company Ltd
have sought planning
permission of Cork County
Council for the construction of
14 light industrial units at the
Melbourne business Park,
Model Farm Road, Cork. The
single-storey structure will
mea ure 1,156 sq m and will be
sub-divided into 14 units.
O'F1ynn Construction will carry
out the main building work on
the £400,000 project.
DUBLIN
Fine chemical manufacturers
Helsinn Chemicals Ireland Ltd
are seeking the necessary
planning permission of Dublin
County Council for the
construction of an extension to
the existing fine chemical
manufacturing facility at
Damastown, Mulhuddart,
Dublin 15. The development
will consist of a 1,240 sqm
exten ion building, together
with a security hut, tank farm,
access road, car parking and
ancillary facilities. The new
building will contain
warehousing, drying and milling
utilities, workshop and office
faci lities.
Japanese company Uchiya
Ireland Ltd is seeking planning
permission for the construction
of a new manufacturing facility
at the lOA Business Park,
Whitestown Road, Tallaght,
county Dublin. The new plant
will measure 989 sq mand will
be used for the manufacture of
thermostats. The plant will
con i t of a production area and
offices.
Developers Rohan Holdings
Ltd have been granted planing
permission for the construction
of a light industriaUwarehouse
unit, including two-storey
offices, with the provision for
the sub-division into two units
including associated site
development works at the site
adjoining the eastern boundary
of Cara Data, Willsborough
Industrial Park, Dublin 17. The
two-storey building, measuring
1,913 sq m, will be constructed
in a steel portal frame. The
promoter has a freehold interest
in the 4,836 sq m site.
Brown Thomas, one of the
country's most prestigious
department stores, is set to
move from its existing location
on Grafton Street, Dublin across
the street to the Switzer
premises. Switzers and
Company Ltd have now sought
planning permission for some of
the necessary changes. The new
works will measure 17,138 sq m
and will be located on 3,286 sq
m, at Clarendon Street and
William Street South, Dublin 2.
Brief design details are as
follows:-
(I) The demolition of: (i) Nos.
47-54 (inclusive) Clarendo
Street, excluding the facades
Nos. 48 and 49 which are to be
retained. (ii) Nos. 62-63
William Street South, excluding
listed elements which are to be
retained within the proposed
development. (iii) the existing
Switzer and Company Ltd
warehouse and storage
buildings;
(2) The restoration and
refurbishment of No. 61a
William Street South.
(3) The relocation of the
existing ESB sub-station on the
site.
(4) The erection of: (i) A three
and four-storey development
generally comprising of shops at
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ground floor level and offices
and ancillary retail facilities at
ltpper levels along the street
Irontage of Nos. 47 to 54
Clarendon Street inclusive and
Nos. 62 and 63 William Street
South inclusive.
Clarendon Street: The ground
floor retail will measure 290
sqm control space and 384 sq m
of amenity space and the third
floor will have a further 382
sqm of amenity space.
William Street South: At ground
floor level there will be 43 sq m
of office space, at first floor
level there wi 11 be 215 sq mof
office space, the second floor
will measure 246 sq mand the
th'rd floor will accommodate
'q m of office space. The
basement will have 1,913 sq m
of storage space and 95 sq m for
plant. (ii) A 380 space multi-
storey shoppers car-park over
basement level and contained
within a site bounded by the
rear of properties on 47-54
Clarendoh Street South to the
East, 32-33 Wicklow Street to
the orth, 60-64 Williarn Street
South to the West and adjoining
Wicklow Lane to the orth and
Powerscourt Townhouse Centre
to the South. The car park
entrance will be from Clarendon
Street and the exit to William
Street South. The car park will
be of reinforced concrete and
brick faced cavity construction.
(iii) A covered cycle park, an
extended basement storage area
with off-street vehicular
delivery bay off Clarendon
Street and a proposed pedestrian
bridge linking the proposed car
park to the second floor of
Switzers and Company Ltd's
existing department store.
These works will cost in the
region of £6.5 to £7 million.
Brown Thomas, which bought
Switzer & Company in 1990,
plan to occupy the new store in
1995. As a result of the move
BT may spend a further £3 to
£3.5 million redeveloping the
Switzers building and restoring
the Grafton Street facade to its
former glory.
As part of the proposed move,
Brown Thomas are selling their
store to Marks and Spencer and
when M & S vacate their
existing store on Grafton Street,
once occupied by Switzers
furniture department this would
be taken over by Brown
Thomas for use by its fashion
boutique chain, A-Wear. It is
expected to be 1997 before al
the works involved in the
transfers are completed.
WESTMEATH
Pharmaceutical
manufacturers Elan
Corporation have sought
planning permission for the
construction of an auditorium at
the Monksland Industrial Estate,
Athlone, County Westmeath.
The unit will measure 715 sq m
and will be located on the
company's 17-acre site. The
company has also ought
planning permission for the
construction of a single-storey
extension to the existing
formulation building at
Monksland Industrial Estate,
Athlone, County Westmeath.
Mechanical engineers Moffett
Engineering Ltd have been
granted planning permission for
the construction of new
extensions known as Phase I
and II to the existing factory
premises at Moysnaght,
Clontibert, County Monaghan.
The single-storey extension will
measure 1,728.5 sq m and will
comprise extra production
space.
WICKLOW
Mechanical contractors,
Atlantic Projects Company
Ltd, have been granted planning
permission for the construction
of a 1,032 sq mextension to the
existing factory at the approved
Enterprise CentrelIndustrial
Park, Ballywaltrim, Boghall
Road, Bray, County Wicklow.
SEASON CONTROL LTD.
51-52 CORK STREET DUBLIN 8
PHONE: (Ol) 453 2688 FAX: (01) 453 7290
INTRODUCING ...
THE "PAC FAN SERIES"
FAMILIAR FACE -- RADICAL NEW DESIGN
AXPAC
Axial Inline
Duct Fan
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Square Connections (No Transitions)
• Double Inlet Cones (Reversing Efficiency)
• Quick Fix Arrangement
• Quick Release Mechanism
• Reverse Mounting
• Light Durable Fire retardant Glass Fibre
casing.
• 20 sizes - 200 dia - 630 dia
• Optional Acoustic Wrap
MIXPAC
Mixed Flow Inline
Duct Fan
BACPAC
Backward Curved
Inline Duct Fan
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ANOTHER SIDE OF...
The younger Tom
Scott receiving
the Defence
Forces All-Ireland
Football
Championship
Trophy in the year
19?? Tom
refused to say
what year it was
but a bottle of
whiskey awaits
the first caller to
BSNews who
successfully
guesses (or is
closest to) the
year this picture
was taken. Call
Edel on 01 -
2885001.
Great
Scott ...
Who
Would
Have
Thought
It?
Despite dyeing his hairand growing a beard,Tom Scon , Director of
Hevac Ltd, gets a year's
suspension for breaking
code!. .. or so the story goes.
Nor, indeed, does Tom deny it
but, lest our readers jump to
the wrong conclusion, let's
make it clear that the offence
in question took place many
years ago and concerned the
then GAA Ban on its members
playing "foreign" games.
In his day Tom Scott was a
sporting marvel, excelling in all
codes ... from soccer through
to rugby, basketball and gaelic
games. He had a particular
gra for hurling but won most of
his medals and trophies for his
prowess at gaelic football.
Throughout his playing career
Tom amassed an enviable
collection of sporting honours
including five five Minor
Football Championship medal
in a row; eight Senior Football
Championship medals; an AII-
Ireland Junior Hurling title; four
Senior Hurling County
Championship medals; not to
mention All-Ireland medals in
Army Championships in gaelic
football, hurling and
basketball. There was also a
Railway Cup appearance in
the 1960s and a handful of
medals won on the so-called
"foreign" sports field.
Tom spent many happy years
in the Aer Corps at Baldonnell
and he used his membership
of the Defence Forces to
circumvent the infamous "ban"
whenever he could. As a
member of the Forces, Tom
walked the line as instructed
by his superiors and played
each and every sport possible
within the Army's sporting
competitions. ~e was
especially in his element in his
favoured position of centre
half-back 'cum midfielder, a
position he made his own with
the Aer Corps Gaels
throughout his nine-year stint
in the Defence Forces.
A product of Baltinglass
National School, Tom is well
recognised as one of
Wicklow's favoured sporting
heroes and, to this day, he still
takes a keen interest in the
GAA affairs of both Baltingl J!
and the garden county.
The hair dyeing and beard
growing episode arose when
Tom did a regular stint with
Arklow Rugby Football Club. A
good Cup run for the team
brought his involvement to the
notice of the Wicklow County
Board who suggested rather
forcibly that he should
withdraw from the team.
However, the ever-loyal Tom
- who had committed himself
to play for the duration of the
season - stuck to his guns
and played in'the next game.
The result was an instant
suspension for a year.
Nonetheless, this did nothin
to sour his involvement with
the GAA movement and he
later went on to enjoy a
distinguished sporting career
playing under its code.
As for the still-in-force ruling
governing the question of
members of the security forces
in the Six Counties playing
games or becoming members
of the GAA, Tom says: "There
may have been a place for
such rulings 50 years ago but
now they only serve to confirm
a type of bigotry among
certain members of the GAA.
It might, at long last, be on the
way out and, should this
happen at this year's
Convention, I would welcome
and fully support the decision".
4 BSNews, March 1994 6
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BSNews SPECIAL REPORT I
Tony Madden, Divisional Director with Stewart Roche, Group MD; and Adrian Cooke, Divisional Manager.
Walker ... Set to
Repeat 30-year
Market Dominance
Walker AirConditioning hasalways been a
major force within the
building services industry.
However, it is now leaner,
stronger, has a greatly
expanded portfolio, a more
comprehensive product mix,
a tight, more efficient,
management structure, a
clearly defined business
strategy, and an avowed
determination on the part of
the entire company to
successfully implement that
strategy.
Overheads have been
reduced by as much as a
third yet the core base has
never been stronger.
Additionally, projections for
the coming years - the first
phase of which has already
been realised - suggest that
turnover will be up by a third
by 1996.
Confirmation that a quality
driven culture now
permeates Walker Air
Conditioning came with the
recent ISO 9002 Award. This
confirms the company's
professionalism and
commitment to quality
products, quality support and
quality services, be it by way
of customer relations,
product sourcing, deliveries,
after-sales service and
technical back-up. For the
implementation of ISO 9002
all the foregoing disciplines
were brought together by
William Gaule, Quality
6 BSNews, March 1994
Manager.
Walker Air Conditioning has
always aligned itself to
market-leading, quality
brands and this policy has
been reinforced recently with
the addition of Panasonic
and Clestra to the overall
portfolio.
Carrier has invested
substantial monies in
research and development
over the last few years. The
benefits of this will be seen in
the next twelve months with
the launch of some very
exciting products which will
complement an already
extensive range.
Adrian Cooke and his team
have transformed the WAC
Filtration division into a
substantial force in the
market place. The addition of
Clestra will ensure major
growth in cleanrooms, chilled
ceilings and office partitions.
HRP Walker has continued
it's solid performance over
the years under the capable
management of Tony
Madden.
Holland Heating produces a
superb range of air handling
units and Walker Air
Conditioning has been
particularly successful with
this product in Scotland and
Northern Ireland. The
company feels the time is
now right to promote this
product to its full in the 26
counties. With this in mind
Walker will shortly recruit a
new member to its sales
team.
While it is unfair to single any
one aspect of the business
out for special mention, it is
nonetheless appropriate to
look at a particular area of
the operation which
personifies this new ethos.
An ideal example is after-
sales service and
maintenance. Under the
direction of John Monaghan
with the support of Elaine
Breen, this critical part of an
business operation has been
totally transformed. Apart
from discharging its
obligations under guarantee
and warranty rights in a cost·
effective and highly-efficient
manner, it has become a
profit centre in itself. New
business is continuously
generated through an active
marketing strategy.
Sales and maintenance
contracts are pursued with
determination and vigour, the
entire marketplace being
targeted, not just customers
to whom Walker Air
Conditioning has sold
8
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Tom McDonnell, Applications Manager with Liam Corcoran, Technical
Sales Engineer; John Monaghan, Service Manager; and Vincent
Mahony, Technical Sales Engineer.
Walker Air Conditioning, Dublin
Activity - Air conditioning products, commissioning,
maintenance services and technical support facilities.
Clestra Hauserman chilled ceilings and partition
systems.
Brands - Carrier; Liebert; Clestra; Panasonic.
Contact: Tom McDonnell/John MonaghanNincent
Mahony
BSNews, March 1994 7
Walker Air Conditioning, London
Activity - Air conditioning, dehumidification,
humidification and water coolers.
Brands: Condair; D8T; Elkay.
Contact: Dave Stewart
WAC Filtration
Activity - Cleanroom technology and associated
developments in a rapidly-expanding market. WAC
Filtration, especially with Clestra, has the means and
expertise to lead and set standards which others will
emulate.
Brands: Clestra; M.C.A.F; Viledon; Vokes.
Contact: Adrian Cooke/Liam Corcoran
HRP Walker, Dublin
Activity - Refrigeration wholesaling. With the pace of
EU legislative requirements changing at an alarming
rate in respect of the phasing out of certain gasses,
refrigeration holds vast potential for development. An
essential part of the service provided by HRP Walker is
educational and technical support.
Brands - Prestcold; Searle; Rhone Poulenc
Contact: Tony Madden/Michael Nolan
Walker Air Conditioning, Belfast.
Activity - Covers all company operations such as air
conditioning, refrigeration and service and Epos
Controls.
Brands - Carrier, Holland Heating.
'Contact: WAC - George Baker; Epos - Lenny Hazely
Walker Air Conditioning, Glasgow
Activity - Primarily air conditioning. This has been
consistently the most successful branch for the past
four years.
.Brands: Carrier; Holland Heating
Contact: Gerry Bone
Group Marketing Director
and Malcolm Taylor,
Chairman, has been
invaluable. Obviously, the
input of Jim Anderson is
greatly missed. His death in
1987 was a severe blow and
the company will always be
indebted to him.
Since the management buy-
out from the Jefferson
Smurfit Group in 1986,
Walker Air Conditioning has
successfully steered through
a total reorganisation of the
company. Today, Walker Air
Conditioning staff are a
united, cohesive body of
people, all of whom now
work towards the same
objective, pulling together
and supporting one another
in a way the company has
not experienced before.
While there are separate
branch offices within the
Walker Air Conditioning
umbrella, all are carefully
integrated within the one
overall structure.
Nonetheless, they operate
with autonomy ensuring an
appropriately-tailored service
and product offering geared
specifically to the particular
market niche they serve.
equipment. Indeed, the
process has now developed
to the point where the sales
of equipment is being
secured on the strength of
the professionalism with
which service and
maintenance contracts are
being carried out. John
Monaghan's team comprises
a total of nine engineers,
John himself maintaining
very much a hands-on
approach. They cover the 26
counties, working mainly out
f the Dublin headquarters
though one engineer
permanently operates out of
Limerick.
For Walkers it is not so much
a case of a Phoenix-like
arising out of the ashes ... it
was never that bad ... but
there is no denying that the
company has been through a
traumatic time in recent
years. Group Managing
Director Stewart Roche
likens it more to a re-
awakening, fresh and
energetic and ready to
reclaim what he regards as
it's rightful place as a leading
player within the business,
especially the air
conditioning sector. The
sUPRoTt of Gerry Bone,
9
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CLE TRA
CLEANROOM
CLEAN ENVIRONMENTS WORLDWIDE
CONTACT
Irish Office
127 Slaney Road,
Dublin Industrial Estate,
Finglas Road, Dublin 11.
Tel: 01 - 8305421
Fax: 01 - 8305416.
UK Office
Hamilton House,
3 North Street, Carshalton,
Surrey SM 52HZ.
Tel: 081 - 7732121
Fax: 081 - 7734793.
Represented in Ireland by W.A.C. Filtration, a Division of Walker Air Conditioning
10
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BSlVellVs INTERVIEVV
At 60,
Brendan feels
he has done
his bit and is
looking
forward to
returning to
painting and
to getting his
golfhandicap
down
It's Au
Revo·, ...
Not
Goodbye!
Novel excuses. f~r non-pa~~ent of g.ood ~uppliedare legion wlthm the bUlldmg servIces mdustryand Brendan Stack, Managing Director of BSS
Ireland Ltd, has come across his fair share of "try-ons"
during his 40 odd years in the business. However, his
telling of the pigs having eaten the evidence is like
something out of Brendan Grace's cabaret routine!
Like all good yams,
Brendan swears it's true. In
most cases, you would be
forgiven for thinking that
the storyteller was at least
embellishing the truth but,
in Brendan's case, you can
rest assured it happened as
he tells it. Brendan is
undoubtedly one of the
gentlemen of the building
services industry, honesty
and integrity being his
hallmark in all his business
dealings over the years.
Today, slick marketeers talk
of trading partnerships
between customer and
supplier but Brendan Stack was practising that approach
30 years ago. In his case it even went deeper than that.
For the most part, his trading partnerships led to
genuine friendships. These he still maintains today and
has every intention of enjoying to the full despite his
decision to retire from the end of this month.
At 60, Brendan feels he has done his bit and is looking
forward to returning to painting and to getting his golf
handicap down. But, as anyone who knows Brendan at
all realises, he is not going to be able to remove himself
totally from the industry, BSS or his many friends in the
business. Having spoken of retirement, he has already
committed himself to two days a week in "a sort of
consultancy" arrangement.
Nonetheless, he is at pain to point out that the newly-
appointed management team will not defer to him in
any way. He has full confidence in their ability to
sustain, strengthen and indeed develop still further the
BSS market share and standing within the building
services sector in Ireland. John Brophy (Dublin) and
Michael Quinlan (Cork) have been instrumental- in
conjunction with Regional Director Terry Monro - in
devising the company's strategy for the immediate and
long-term future, as indeed has the entire BSS Ireland
tearn.
BSS operates a Total Quality Management (TQM)
system. This is similar to ISO mechanisms but, where it
has added strengths, is that it entails a great deal of
hands-on involvement by all employees in all decision-
making processes. It is not so much management by
consensus but rather by peer pressure. It includes all the
paraphernalia of ISO such as written manuals etc but
goes deeper than that to penetrate the very culture of a
company. Included are such novel features as equal
share options for all employees; profit-sharing for all
employees; the same number of obligitory training days
each year as part of the one, integrated programme for
all; and the same medical care plan for all employees.
"We are an equal status company in the literal sense of
the work", says Brendan. "Consequently, and despite
our size - 104 branches and still growing! - we are very
much a family concern in the pure sense of the word.
Nor is this all benevolent window dressing. Once the
initial teething problems with TQM (and there were
many) were resolved, the economic performance of the
company improved beyond all recognition. It creates a
sense of unity of purpose and well-being with all
employees understanding and feeling a sense of value in
their respective roles."
Listening to Brendan talk of BSS and the industry at
large you realise that he will never totally sever his
involvement with either. And it's not that he looks at the
world through rose-tinted glasses. Over 40 plus years -
31 of them with BSS during which time turnover went
from £75,000 to £7 million - Brendan has seen his fair
share of ups and downs and has had his differences with
people. However, no one can ever accuse him of being
untruthful, untrustworthy or disloyal, values which
Brendan feels are being eroded within today's trading
environment.
Things have changed dramatically since Brendan first
joined the building services industry in 1954 working
for Eoin Kenny on £3 per week. At the time Paddy
Clonan used to actually study in his house and Mick
McDonagh even attended his 21 st birthday party.
Talking of partying, it's a measure of the respect and
friendships he enjoys that Brendan is currently on a
merry-go-'round of farewell diners and lunches. Talk
about the long goodbye...
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• Distributors of Alfa
Laval plate heat
exchangers
• Factory-insulated
cylinders to ESB
'Gold Shield'
Standard
• Manufacturers of
Copper Cylinders to
Irish Standard 161
• Calorifiers to B.S. 853
Coppercraft Ltd., Kylemore Park
West, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Tel: (01) 626 5146 (01) 626 5147
Fax: (01) 626 5813
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BSNews SPECIAL REPORT
Coppercraft III An ISO 9002 First!
Dave Madigan, Coppercraft with Michael Buckley, Buckley &
Downie; and Brendan Tonge, ESB
T hat Coppercraft Ltdshould be the country'sfirst cylinder
manufacturer to receive ISO
9002 approval is hardly
surprising. Since it
establishment almost 35 years
ago quality, above all else, has
been its hallmark. The
innovative spirit first
pioneered by company
founder Victor Madigan has
been at the core of all its
activities over the years and
today Victor's sons - Oave
and Terry - personi fy that
dedication to inventiveness
and quality.
The presentation by the
Minister for Finance, Bertie
Ahern, TO, of the ISO 9002
Certificate at a reception in
the Westbury Hotel, Dublin,
earlier this month is just
reward, especially in the light
of Coppercraft's contribution
to raising quality standards
right across the entire
spectrum of the cylinder
manufacturing industry.
Not that the company claims
any special right in this
respect. Both Oave and Terry
Madigan are first to
acknowledge that meeting the
ISO requirements is an
onerous task demanding rigid
adherence to quality
procedures at all ti mes.
Throughout the cour e of the
last 12 months the entire
management structure,
administration procedures,
purchasing mechanisms and
production system has been
totally re-appraised. So too
has the job specification and
performance of all company
employees, including the
principal directors.
Apart from the excessive
demand on peoples' time, this
elf-examination process
entailed significant investment
in new machinery, equipment,
in writing procedures and
manuals, and in employing a
dedicated quality controller.
This position is held by
Sharon McOonagh, a graduate
from the Techstart
Programme. She studied and
trained specifically in quality
management procedures and
she has been instrumental in
putting the mechanisms in
place which resulted in the
award of the ISO 9002
Certificate. However, she
could not have achieved the
transition to the new system
without the wholehearted
support of all employees.
Each and everyone has
entered into the spirit of the
quality drive with the result
that the quality ethos is now
second nature to all. This is
helped by the ongoing training
and education programme
now in place. This applies in
both a general way and to
each individual's specific role
and his/her contribution to the
company's overall affairs and
well-being.
Nonetheless, Oave and Terry
Madigan view the recent
award as but the tepping
stone upon which future
growth and expansion will be
based." ow that we have
received ISO 9002
certification", says Oave, "we
consider ourselves poised to
take a major step forward, not
just in respect of the quality of
our products, but also in the
manner and quality of our
ervice.
"Our intention is to carry
much larger quantities of
stock in respect of standard
cylinder sizes. This will allow
u ex-stock delivery on the e
items while also freeing us to
concentrate, when necessary,
on 'specials'. The production
process relative to stock
holding is now extremely
flexible and we aim to deliver
all ' pecials' within 24 hours
of order receipt, no matter
how complex and
sophisticated the request.
"This facility also extends to
our merchant customers. We
now work as a partnership
arrangement with our
merchant customers and, to
further support this high
quality service, have recently
acquired a customised
delivery truck kitted out to
ensure the safe arrival at any
destination of as many as 150
standard cylinders at anyone
time".
ISO 9002 certification also
extends to the remainder of
the Coppercraft range. This
includes calorifiers, of which
the company is doing more
and more; unvented
cylinders, which Coppercraft
pioneered in recent years and
which have now become
much sought-after, especially
in commercial applications;
and Alpha Laval plate heat
exchangers which, when
supplied in conjunction with
larger cylinders, have proven
especially successful in sports
clubs, hotels, etc.
Viewed in the context of the
product portfolio alone,
Coppercraft's product range is
exceptional in terms of quality
and value for money.
As Terry ay : "No matter
what type of heating medium -
- gas, oil, steam, electricity --
is proposed, Coppercraft has
the answer. Effectively, its a
total water heating solution
for the one source... a one stop
shop". When combined with
the excellence of its support
facilities such as ex-stock
availability, professional
administration procedures,
dedicated delivery chedules
and unsurpassed capability in
"specials", the total package
offering is unrivalled within
the building ervices industry.
Put simply, choo ing
Coppercraft guarantees
product excellence, fail-safe
delivery and support
mechanisms, value for money
and, above all else, peace of
mind.
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Pictured after the inaugural address by newly-elected President of the
Royal Institute of the Architects of Ireland recently were (from left):
Mirette Corboy, President of the CIF and Joan O'Connor, RIAI President.
I
with virtually no loss in ~.
performance. With this fan, no
transitions are required for
ductwork. There is no need for
the usual amount of ancillary
equipment - rings, mounting
feet, etc. Due to the fibreglass
case, the fan unit is extremely
lightweight.
The mixed PAC fan is a mixed-
flow inline duct fan with a
dynamic balancing wheel which
is direct-driven by a ZA ex-
rated motor. The fan motor
assembly is protected by TK
which, when wired correctly,
will prevent the motor from
over-heating. This range is the
ideal option where axial fan
cannot accomodate pressure
requirements or where
centrifugal fans cannot achieve
required air volumes.
The BAC PAC fan is a range of
backward-curved centrifugal
fans which have superior non-
overload characteristics (not
common to fans) and are rated
IP54.
Each fan series is constructed to
a high degree of static and
dynamic balance to VD 12060
quality Class G. 63 (guarantess
trouble-free long-life operation).
This family of fans will meet
with all specifications and
demands of the Irish air
conditioning market.
Contact: Kieron Ryan. Tel: 01 -
532688.
production facilities at
Magdeburg (in the former East
Germany) and in France at
Laval and Aubigny.
The re-alignment in Ireland -
which will take effect from the
beginning of July - comes in the
wake of the launch of a new
company in Korea to serve
markets in the Far East and the
Pacific Rim.
Contact: Tony Cusack. Tel: 061-
410963.
Simple is Best!
Season Control Ltd has
developed a radical new design
to the existing and familiar
round axial fan. With just a
simple addition, Season Control
has transformed the round axial
fan into the most innovative yet
imple fan on the market. The
A-D-A-M family Pac fan series
(patent pending) is a new
innovative series of inline duct
fans. This range of fans offers
all the features of existing inline
duct fans but with much, much
more.
The AX PAC range of fans are
the most revolutionary new
design yet produced. The
unique PAC arrangement allows
thi fan to run in either direction
He said Wilo Engineering was
also seeking additional
distributor outlets as part of the
company's future sales
development programme in
Ireland.
The Oplaender Group is one of
the largest manufacturer's of
heating pumps in Europe and is
continuing to expand its
international operations.
In addition to Dortmund and
Limerick, the Group has
Sales Manager Tony Cusack.
"This will now be backed by
increased stock levels in both
Derby and Limerick, in addition
to which each company has
pump assembly facilities."
He said the reorganisation
would mean that Wilo
Engineering will continue to
consolidate its position as one
of the leading suppliers of
pumps for the Irish building
services market.
"There are significant sales
opportunities as a result of on-
going product developments at
our Dortmund factory involving
new electrical Iy-controlled
variable speed circulator and
pump booster sets," added Mr
Cusack.
Tony Cusack, Wilo Engineering
Sales Manager.
Anyone who tried to contact
David Sampson for
information on the Danfoss
BEM5000 Energy
Management System using the
telephone number we
provided know that it was
incorrect.
Sorry Dave... we'll try again.
Contact: David Sampson:
6268111.
Sorry Dave
Wilo Engineering Ltd, the
Limerick-based pump specialist,
is set to expand sales following
a decision by the £300 million
Oplaender group of which it is
part, to re-align its marketing
activities in the Republic of
Ireland.
The company occupies a 3,600
sq ft warehouse in Childers
Road and is currently one of
two Oplaender Group
operations based in Limerick,
the other being Wilo Pumps
Ltd. It is now planned to
integrate Wilo Engineering Ltd
with Wilo Salmson Pumps Ltd,
the Group's UK subsidiary.
Wilo Pumps Ltd - with separate
manufacturing facilities on the
Raheen Industrial Estate,
Limerick - will continue as
before under the management of
the Oplaender group HQ in
Dortmund Germany. This
company manufactures over
two million pump motors a year
in Limerick for the German and
European markets.
"There is significant synergy
with our UK associate company
in Derby and the re-alignment
will ensure a continuing high
level of customer service,"
explains Wilo Engineering
Wilo Re-Aligns Irish
Operation
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Potterton Myson IDHE
Presentation
Vent-Axia Fan Selection Programme
The new Vent-Axia fan selection programme is now available. This
is a computerised software programme specifically designed to
assist consulting engineers and specifiers to quickly - and
accurately - select the most suitable Vent-Axia ventilation
equipment for their projects. This programme operates on MS-DOS,
or Microsoft Windows systems, and has the following features:-
o Fully-detailed colour graphics;
o Selections can be made in m3/s, cfm, lis or m3/h;
o Fully-detailed dimensional drawings;
o Fully-detailed written specificaitons;
o Individual performance curves can be viewed.
All data is printed as follows - Sheet 1: Performance curves, and
. ensional drawings; Sheet 2: Prices and electrical data; Sheet 3:
product specification.
This programme enables selection of any of the 450 fans and
accessories within the Vent-Axia industrial, commercial, or
domestic ranges at the touch of a button.
Those ranges are fully-illustrated in the company' 1994 full-colour
catalogue. Among the new products listed are Minivent; Solo Selv,
safety extra low voltage fan (see page ); Solo TM, passive infra-red
operated fan; Luminar - a new product ideal; Heat Recovery
Bathroom fans; Duet; Intro 200; Warmair Doorway Heaters; Quartz
range of heaters; Hand and face dryers; and Super T.
These are just some of the new products packed into this easy-to-
read catalogue with performance graphs, drawings and photography
to enable specifiers, stockists, installers and users to make product
selections to suit specific applications.
The comprehensive 224-page industrial range catalogue-
(Reference No. 0308/05/92) is still current.
Further copies of these catalogues and/or information, or technical
assistance are available on request.
Contact: Michael Randall. Tel: 01- 450 4133.
Expoclima '94
"Expoclima" 94, the European
exhibition for refrigeration,
heating, ventilation, air-handling
and drying, will be held in
Li bon (International Trade
Fair) from 7 to 10 April 1994,
with the support of the
Portuguese Association,
APIRAC and of the European
Committees EUROVENT and
CECOMAF.
There will also be a concurrent
seminar programme dealing
with CFC banning and its
implications and gas as an
energy alternative.
Ray Colgan, Span-Speed with Vincent Broderick and Eugene McNamara
Hevac '
Richard Louth, Potterton Myson with Bill Penrice and Joe Noone
Potterton Myson's headquarters
in the Belgard Road.
Following the formal
programme - which included a
very professional video
presentation - the proceedings
continued into the evening with
informal discussions taking
place over refreshments
sponsored by Potterton Myson.
There was also an opportunity
to get hands-on contact with
much of the product.
Contact: Sean Hanratty. Tel: 01-
509075.
Sales Director. He introduced
those present to his company's
entire product portfolio with
specific reference to the new
Compact pump (see page 22);
the Mini Minder electronic
timer control (page 28); valves;
the new sealed system kit for
use with the Potterton Myson
Prima fanned-flue boiler range;
and the company's specially-
devised heat loss programme,
discs (IBM compatible) of
which are available from
Potterton Myson sponsored a
very successful IDHE technical
evening in the Engineers Club,
Clyde Road, Dublin 4 late last
month. A capacity attendance
first heard a paper by Sean
Hanratty, Potterton Myson
Managing Director in Ireland,
which dealt with the latest
developments in system
technology from the company.
This was followed with a
entation by Vincent
erick, Potterton Myson
\
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Building Maintenance Courses
Fridge Spares Seminars
Unprecedented Turnout
Martin Bainham, Burlington Engineering with Ted Darcy, Anglo Irish
Refrigeration and Nick Morrison, York
The new module is called
"Communication Techniques".
Duration: 18 hours;
Commencing: 14 April 1994.
Topics include written and oral
skills; report writing;
controlling meetings;
organi ation and management.
Contact: Fred Hosford. Tel: 01-
8727177.
ba is, is geared towards
per onnel engaged in a wide
range of building maintenance
work, both in the public and
private sectors.
Topics to date have included:
Corrective and preventative
maintenance skills; health,
safety and welfare at work; and
finance and costings.
Dave McDonald, Refrigeration Engineering, Kilkenny with Damien Parlour,
Managing Director, Tempar Ltd
The series of part-time evening
courses in the programme, "A
Qualification in Buildings
Maintenance", operating since
last September at the Dublin
Institute of Technology, Bolton
Street is continuing during
March and April 1994.
The programme, which is
offered on a part-time evening
The complexity of the situation
facing the industry at present -
from gas suppliers through to
equipment manufacturers and
refrigeration engineers - is
enormous, a fact which became
very apparent during the
question and answer sessions
which followed both
presentations.
Nonetheless, decisions must still
be made on a day to day basis
by system designers, suppliers,
installer and engineers. To
assist in this effort, BSNews - in
conjunction with Anglo Irish
Refrigeration and Fridge Spares
- will include a Retrofit Case
Study in our next issue where
experts from both companies
will outline the problems on a
peci fic project and detai I the
action taken and the reasons for
going the route chosen.
• Fridge Spares are currently in
the process of moving to new
premises fairly close to their
present base in Dublin Industrial
Estate. They will be retaining
the building they presently
occupy, thereby increasing their
warehousing, trade counter and
service facilitie to a total of
over 18,000 sq ft. BSNews will
carry further details in a future
issue.
Contact: Dermot Byme. Tel:
01-303466
If the unprecedented turnout at
the recent Fridge Spares
eminars on refrigeration is
anything to go by, the level of
interest and anxiety which now
prevails within the refrigeration
sector as a whole is something
which must be addressed
immediately. For its part, Fridge
Spares put together a very open
programme to which virtually
anyone with a legitimate interest
in the subject matter was
welcome. The evenings in
que tion - Dublin: 250
participants; Cork: 150
participants - brought together
the vast majority of refrigeration
engineer in the country and
they, along with the product
uppliers pre ent, heard the
latest in respect of proposed EU
legislative changes and the
timescale pertaining to their
introduction and
implementation.
Terry March, Applications
Engineer, Copeland Corporation
Lld presented the gas scenario
while Nick Taliadoros,
Commercial Director, L'Unite
Hermitigue, dealt with the
implications of the proposed
changes for the
hardware/equipment side of the
business, especially
compressors.
What emerged from both
meetings is the uncertainty and
confusion that surrounds the
whole issue. 0 one is quite
sure, as yet, what direction the
industry will take, a situation
being compounded by the ever-
changing cut-off dates for the
various gasses being proposed
by the EU.
In the meantime, gas and
equipment manufacturers are
engaged in research and
development programmes in an
attempt to devise solutions in
the context of this uncertainty.
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DRI.STEEM Appoints ses
Dri-Steem Humidifier Company has appointed Standard Control
Sy terns (SCS) as a representative to distribute its complete product
line throughout Ireland.
Dri-Steem Humidifier Company is the largest manufacturer of
steam injection, electric and heat exchanger type humidifiers in the
United States. Engineering assistance and full product line literature
is aVailable.
Ultra-Sorb™: Instantaneous Absorption of Humidication Steam is a
typical innovative product from the range. Absorption of the
humidification steam in a moving air stream is virtually
instantaneous with the ultra-sorb dispersion tube panel. The short
absorption distance produced by the ultra-sorb allows for the
humidifiers to be installed in tight duct spaces previously thought
j s ible to accommodate. Condensation of steam on solid objects
ductwork which can lead to dripping ducts, fungi and bacteria
growth is eliminated resulting in improved indoor air quality.
Steam-Jacketed tubes are not needed with the ultra-sorb so there i
no heat gain to the airstream. The ultra-sorb requires only ounces of
pressure to operate which means it can be used with boiler steam as
well as steam from any Dri-Steem evaporative type humidifier such
as the STS, LTS and Vaporstream models.
Installation is quick and easy. The dispersion tube panel is contained
within a pre-assembled frame which is easily mounted in the duct or
air handler.
Contact: John D'Arcy. Tel: 01-6246100;
innovative use of curved glass in
it's Quadrant version and
throughout the range features
the minimal use of metal
profiles giving it a highly-
modem and ergonomic
character. Profile colours
include white, black and red.
Accessories are available with
both gold or silver trims.
Paragon is sure to be an
attention grabber in the
showroom and will be
particularly attractive to
consumers specifying their
bathroom requirements to an
architect or builder. It is not a
DIY product .... it needs to be
professionally installed.
Flair International, Ireland's
leading manufacturer of quality
show enclosures, launched it's
new range of premium quality
shower enclosures at the
Burlington recently. The new
Paragon has been designed and
engineered to the highest
European standards, filling the
market gap in Ireland for this
kind of shower enclosure.
Paragon combines the
Grafton G.roup Results
Grafton Group plc has announced pre-tax profits of IR£4.13
million (1992: IR£3.86 million) for the year ended 31 December
1993, an increase of7%.
Turnover in the year grew by 9% to IRfI04.9 million (1992:
IR£96. 4 million).
The Group's operating performance showed a substantial
recovery in the second half compared with the six months to June
and the second half of 1992.
In Ireland, merchanting and wholesaling sales grew marginally by
0.1 %. Chadwicks, the Group's nationwide builders merchant
business, recorded lower trading profits. Conversion of
Chadwicks' Coolock premises to a builder and hire centre has
completed the upgrading of all seven Dublin locations to the
"Builder Centre" format.
Woodies' DIY, the Groups' retailing business, returned to
profitability in the second half of the year. Overall sales grew by
76%.
Sales of manufactured and related products - CPI (concrete),
MFP (plastics) and Circle (paints) - fell by 7.3% during the year.
Both CPI and MFP were particularly affected by price
competition, resulting in lower margins.
The Group's businesses in Northern Ireland and mainland UK
have benefited from the continuing recovery in construction
activity in both markets.
MacNaughton Blair, the Belfast-based builders merchanting
business, recorded similar profits to last year and was
substantially re-organised during the year. Plumbing, heating,
some Timber products and a "Hire Centre" have been added to
the operation.
Flair
International
Launch
Paragon
six papers range in topics from
determining the refrigerant type
in a system to implementing a
refrigerant management
programme.
Procedures for the efficient and
economical capture of
refrigerants used in refrigerating
and air-conditioning equipment
and systems are described in
another new ASHRAE
publication.
"The Refrigerant Recovery
Book" provides an overview of
international and US regulations
for recovery, recycling and
reclaiming. Also, practical case
studie of recovery methods are
included for, among others,
chillers and supermarket
refrigerating systems.
Contact: Anthony Giomettic.
Tel: 001-404 636 8400.
Alternative refrigerants for R-22
and investigations into recovered
refrigerants are described in two
new bulletins published by
ASHRAE.
"After R-22, What?" contains
nine paper reviewing the latest
research on alternative
refrigerants to replace R-22.
Split-system air conditioners,
unitary equipment and air-to-air
heat pumps are covered along
with residential systems and
other air-conditioning
applications.
"Dealing with Used Refrigerants
in the '90 " addresses
recovering, recycling and
reclaiming u ed refrigerants. The
Coping with
Refrigerant
blems
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PRODUCT REVIEW
For the first time in many years,
manufacturers have provided
contractors and specijiers with the
means to sell on the strength ofhigh-
technology products offering very real
and identifiable benefits
PU~ s
Energy Control The
Name of The Game
W~le pump technology has significantly improved over theyears, the pace of change has, for the most part, been gradual.However, recent developments demonstrate that
manufacturers have taken quite a radical look at pump technology and
come up with design changes which can truly be described as
innovative. This applies to both the domestic circulator and
commerciaVindustrial units with energy-saving and performance being
the key elements addressed. There are now "niche" sectors at domestic
and commerciaVindustriallevel with the various manufacturers
targeting specific applications and all but providing
tailor-made solutions for the particular task in question.
This has introduced a healthy competitive edge to the
marketplace and helped shift the emphasis away from
the price-led mentality. There is still a great deal to be
done in this respect but, for the first time in many years,
manufacturers have provided contractor and specifier
with the means to sell on the strength of high-technology
products offering very real and identifiable benefits.
As with all radical changes, the pace of acceptance and
understanding of this new thinking in relation to pump
technology is slow. There is undoubtedly a need for a
series of educational programmes so that consultants and
contractors alike can become more familiar with the
benefits now on offer.
As for the market value and sales figures, it's virtually impossible to put
an accurate figure on either. However, it is known that the margin is
holding and, while unit sales are on a par with those of last year, there
appears to be a marked shift in the market share held by the various
players.
All in all, the outlook is one of optimism.
Denis Walshe General Manager, Grundfos Ireland and Sales Engineer Gordon Barry
with a pump f;om the new UPE Series 2000 range of circulator pumps.
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Grundfos Pump
Management
System 2000
Since its introduction the Grundfos Pump
Management System has been hailed as a
major breakthrough within the field of
control of circulator pumps in large
heating systems when u ed in
combination with the UPE Series 2000
pumps. Called Grundfos Pump
Management System 2000, or PMS 2000,
the system can electronically control and
monitor multi-pump heating systems.
Basically, the PMS 2000 consists of two
units. Firstly, a pump management unit,
PMU 2000, which can control and
monitor from one to eight UPE series
2000 pumps. Secondly, a pump
18
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PUMPS
POTIERTON MYSON (IRELAND).
BELGARD ROAD, TALLAGHT,
DUBLIN 24 Tel. 01-590870 Fax. 01-590880
,.".
MYSON
We said the Myson 'Compact' dome tic pump range was
going to be a hit - and it is. It's been judged a 'best of breed'
success by installer and specifier alike since the day it was
introduced.
Bred with pedigree qualities, it's lighter, quieter and more
user friendly than anything that's gone before.
A true thoroughbred, it leads the market place in terms of
reliability. With its unique no-quibble, full 30 months from
date ofmanufacture warranty - the Myson 'Compact' range
offers a promise of reliability others can only asp.ire to.
Householders love it. QUiet and obedIent to every
command, once it's installed you'd never know it was there.
An installer's best friend, it's light and easy to handle - even
in those awkward 'tight' refit situations. And it's quick to install,
with large easy to wire terminals and captive screws. There's
even a unique anti-rotation tommy bar hole that really taICes
the biscuit.
Built to doggedly carry on running whatever the system
throw at it in terms of debris, the Myson 'Compact' range has
the reassurance ofa manual restart knob to apply greater torque
in a controllable manner. It's far safer than any form of bleed
screw or electric restart in letting off steam.
And with a choice of fixed single speed or switched 3- peed
electronic control mated to a standard (5 metres) or high
(6 metres) head unit, the Myson 'Compact' range is at home
with just about any system configuration.
Reliable and bred for a long and trouble-free life, the
Myson 'Compact' range is backed by the full expertise
and commitment to service
of Potterton Myson - the
U.K's leading manufacturer of
heating products. Definitely
the one to get your paws on.
For a copy of our latest
brochure please phone us on
01-590870.
Myson Pumps - Al-
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PRODUCT REVIEW
Grundfos UPE Series 2000 circulator
pump for heating systems with
integrated frequency converter.
communication unit, peu 2000, which
links the pumps to a larger, centrally-
located monitoring system, for instance a
building management system which also
controls a number of other functions in
the building. The system is flexible
meaning that the cu tomer has a free
choice between either the PMU 2000 and
the PCU 2000 or only one of the units.
The PMU 2000 pump controller give the
user a number of advantages:-
It can control up to eight pumps which
previously had to be individually
controlled;
The heating y tem can be divided into
zone so as to enable separate control of
certain part of the building;
The PM 2000 include a time
function enabling the setting of 10
different witching times for switching to
a higher or lower performance;
o Several pumps can be connected in
parallel so that standby pumps will start
automatically as the demand rises;
The PMU 2000 constantly monitors
pumps, electronics and wiring;
20 BSNews, January 1994
The PMU 2000 ha relay outputs for
alarm and operating ignals,
The PMU 2000 is a compact electronic
unit with di play and foil button for the
setting of operating parameters. The
system enables control of the pumps
connected in from one to eight zones. The
PMU 2000 can automatically start, stop
and adjust the peed of the pumps
according to the required differential
pressure.
It ensures an even distribution of
operating time within any zone by letting
operation alternate among the pumps.
Through parallel connection of the UPE
Series 2000 pumps, it is possible to cover
the entire performance range now covered
by the Grundfos Series 200 UMCIUPC
pump.
In other words, the PMU 2000 and the
UPE Series 2000 pumps enable a
reduction of the number of pump types
needed in a heating system. This gives
great advantages in connection with
installation as in case of
ervice/replacement of a pump.
A for the UPE eries 2000 itself, thi
new pump range is more than just a range
of circulator pumps. The pump ensure
con tant pressure in the heating system
which means optimum pressure
conditions even at varying flows. As an
extra advantage, the pumps eliminate
noise in the system.
At one and the same time the new UPE
Series 2000 pump replaces an entire
conventional system con i ting of pump,
controller and differential pressure
transmitter as separate units. This is
po sible as the advanced electronics are
now built into the pump itself. The
electronic controller calculate the actual
differential pre sure across the pump on
the basis of internal measurements of
electrical values in the motor. Then the
built-in frequency converter adjust the
pump speed 0 that the differential
pressure is kept on the required level.
To begin with, the Grundfos UPE Series
2000 pump range consi ts of four pump
types which can replace 13 standard
pumps with performances ranging from 5
to 30 cubic metre per hour.
Truly a remarkable technological
advancement in pump control.
For details contact Grundfos (Ireland)
Ltd, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Blackrock, Co Dublin. Tel: 01-2954926;
Fax: 01-295 4739.
The 'Intelligent
Pump· from
Wilo
Throughout 1994 Wilo Engineering will
introduce to the Irish market the latest
range of circulator from Wilo. These
new pump •which will be designated
TOP and TOP E, can be regarded as
intelligent pumps which allow for
incorporation into building management
system.
Designed to operate as either a normal
heating circulator or a an integrated part
of an overall BMS system, these new
pumps from Wilo boast many new
feature . They are even more efficient
than the exi ting Wilo range which means
savings on electrical energy for the end-
user and savings on material for the
manufacturer. They will be of assistance
to commis ioning engineer by virtue of
an additional plug-on module which
displays a pump, including actual flow,
head, current, hours run, etc.
Service engineers will find them very
convenient as they have the unique
advantage of having many components
which are replaceable, thereby saving on
the cost of replacement pumps.
Design engineers will find the range very
versatile, especially the TOP-E range in
which all pumps have infinitely-variable
speed control as a standard feature.
This means that the pump output is
matched to the exact system requirements
at any given time during the heating
cycle, thus eliminating possible velocity
noise and water hammer from systems
using thermostatic rad valves. It will also
result in energy savings on running the
motor at lower speed .
The following is a ummary of the
important features of the new range:
TOP Range - 3 Speed Pump Motor,
Motors suitable for European Voltage
etwork, TEC Regulations 400V 3-Phase
and 230V I Phase (-10% to +6%);
Comprehensive in-built overload
protection. Overload trip pilot light and
direction of rotation indicator are shown
on the pump terminal box; Temperature
range: 10 degrees to 130 degrees C;
maximum pump speed: 2,700 RPM.
An additional module is available for
fixing to the motor terminal box for easy
link up to building management systems
for collective run/fault statu, remote on-
20
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Grundfos keeps the heat on
In commercial buildings, factories, schools and hos-
pitals, nobody keeps the heat on like Grundfos. Our
circulator pumps make it easy - and economical - to
master central heating requirements for all kinds of
applications.
Grundfos pumps are quiet. They're easy to install
and maintain. Above all, they're supremely reliable.
Our latest circulators feature a new generation of
integrated electronic controls that reduce energy con-
sumption and automatically adjust performance.
Which is the reason we account for over half the
circulator pumps sold worldwide each year. When it
comes to innovation, nobody keeps the heat on like
Grundfos.
GRU DFOS·~
Leaders in pump technology
Grundfos (Ireland) Limited, Unit 34, Stillorgan Industrial Park, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 295 4926. Fax: 2954739.
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Wilos' new range of "intelligent pumps" - the Top-Wilo; the Top-E-Wilo; and the Top
DPWilo.
position. The unique tommy bar hole lets
you hold it still while it's being installed
while the larger, easy-to-wire terminals
with clearly marked captive screws make
connection quicker and simpler. It' also
possible to repo ition or replace the motor
head without removing the pump from the
sy.tem.
The safe and sure manual re tart knob
provide the simplest of methods to free
the pump. hould it become stuck. It also
provides a fast and safe means of venting
the pump manually, avoiding expo ure to
hot water or steam which can be a
problem from a bleed screw type
asembly.
The Myson "Compact" range has also
been designed to automatically vent on
initial start-up should the manual venting
procedure have not been adopted, thus
preventing damage to shaft and bearings.
Whatever the system, there's a Myson
"Compact" pump to suit - single speed
for simplicity or with 3-speed electrical
control for greater flexibility. With its
choice of fittings, the Myson "Compact"
range is an ideal replacement to put new
life into established ystems.
Extra power hasn't meant extra noise. By
re-examining the con truction of the
motor and enhancing the characteristics
of the hydraulics. Myson has achieved
powerful yet quiet pumps.
Every Myson "Compact" pump comes
with an extended warranty as an added
reassurance of quality. All are guaranteed
for 30 months from date of manufacture,
a full year over the current market norm.
Manufacture is to a quality system
approved by British Standards to B 5750
and Myson "Compact" pumps and
Kilemark approved to BS 1394.
This new range complements the well-
The new Myson "Compact" Range of
domestic heating pumps has been totally
re-designed... with a little help from the
installer.
This may seem a strange claim from a
company who e engineering and design
experti. e has always set a benchmark but.
in it opinion the installer. with year of
hands-on experience. has to be the best
judge of what he needs for today's
sophisticated central heating systems.
So Myson listened to installers. big and
small. and then, working from the shaft
outward •designed and engineered a
pump range that will give optimum
performance in any system, coupled with
a level of reliability unsurpassed in the
marketplace.
It has a light, compact, ergonomically-
designed casing for easy handling;
enhanced motor torque for easier start-up
and to overcome system debris: plus a
host of other features. By making the
pump lighter and smaller. it's easier to
Myson Pumps... Altogether
A Better Alternative
The Myson Compact from Potterton
Myson (Ireland) Ltd.
s
PRODUCT REVIEW
off facilitie etc,
Another module is al 0 available which
displays a digital reading of all operating
data of the pump. including. actual flow.
head. current, hour~ run. etc.
The Top Range is also available in twin
pump version, designation Top-DP
o Top-E Range - Features are as the top
range, with the exception that the motor
peed is infinitely-variable and operated
by microprocessor control which reacts to
changes in pressure differential across a
system and regulates the pump speed to
maintain a constant set pressure
differential on the system.
o Top-E range includes terminals for
building management systems link up;
run and fault indication; remote on/off
facility; and remote minimum speed
setting by auxiliary contacts to the B\1S.
All motor connections are 230 volt, 1-
phase. An integrated full motor overload
protection pilot light for fault display and
reset button is also incorporated into the
TOP-E range.
An additional module is available for
display of all operating data at the pump
and digital interface to building
management system.
o New Construction - The new pump
housing design and 3-dimensional
impeller increm,es overall efficiency by
25%. The new internal pump design
renders the pump self-venting and
eliminates the possibility of "dry running"
of the pump. The pump housing is
thermally insulated within a packing case
to reduce energy losses while the Dual
pump housing Incorporates two spring-
return check valves which supercede the
flap valve design on the previous range
and gives a smoother changeover from
duty to standby pump.
Replaceable Parts - Pump impeller,
terminal box, internal stainless steel
canridge and motor are replaceable.
Wilo will continue to make available all
the other well-established products from
its extensive portfolio.
Details from Wilo Engineering Ltd,
Enterprise Centre, Childers Road,
Limerick. Tel: 061-410963; Fax: 01-
414728.
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Holfeld - Complete Building
Services Pump Supply Package
PRODUCT REVIEW
established line in Myson's extensive
portfolio which includes the SMC SE
range of cast iron light commercial
circulators and the SMC E bronze range
of secondary hot water commercial
circulators.
Both these ranges are available ex-, tock,
sizes ranging from 1.25" to 2".
With a specialist team of field and in-
house technical engineers constantly on
hand to take customer queries, Potterton
Myson can provide expert advice on
system design, pecification and
installation.
Full after-sales service and spares are al 0
available and these are complemented by
the company'. unique training facility
which is located at its new headquarters
on the Belgard Road.
Details from Potterton Myson (lrl) Ltd,
Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel:
01-590870: Fax: 01-5908 O.
Over recent year; the HR Holfeld Group
have continued to develop their range of
pumping plant and services, which they
offer to Irish Indu try. Building on their
solid reputation, they now offer a more
comprehensive package to the customer
including supply, installation,
commissioning and after-sales
service/repair. In these time of much
greater awareness of the importance of
quality standards, in line with ISO 900 I,
Holfeld Pumps pride themselve in
meeting this challenge, by providing total
supply capability of an extended quality
product range and full after-sales service.
A indu try becomes more aware of the
importance of preventative maintenance,
the last few years has seen steady growth
in the area of service contract . This can
only ultimately benefit our industry by
greatly improving the quality of
maintenance. As part of this trend Holfeld
Pumps have been successful in securing
.everal such contracts on a national basis.
Some of the most recent project where
Holfeld Pump have been ucce sful in
securing orders for supply of pumping
plant, heat exchange equipment and/or
service and maintenance contract are:
Project Crystal, Dundalk: Mallinckrodt
Medical, Ioversol Plant, Dublin;
Sherwood Medical, Tullamore: KClub
Gold Course, Kildare; Waterford Civic
Centre; G+E Superabrasives, Dublin: and
Namic Eireann BV, Tullamore.
This list is only a representative sample of
projects, but indicates the broad spectrum
of Holfeld Pump - which has remained a
privately controlled Irish company since
its establi hment in 1949 - activities as
one of the leading fluid handling
specialists in this country.
On the product development front Holfeld
Pumps have extended their range of
Holpak packaged pumping sets to include
variable speed water booster sets, the
advantages of which are quite
considerable. They are custom built in
Stillorgan and are designed to meet exact
customer requirements where variable
HOLFELD
PUMPS
One source for all
your pumps
H.R. Holfeld (Hydraulics)
Limited
2-4 Merville Road, Stillorgan
Dublin, Ireland.
Telephone (24 hours) 01-288 7361
+353 1 2887361 (International)
Telefax 01-288 7380
Telegrams HOLFELD Dublin
Telex 93400 HLFD El.
A Member of the H.R. Holfeld Group
PUMP SALES: Available on a national basis including our own manufactured range of fluid handling
pump systems or loose pump supply from the extensive portfolio of exclusive Agencies.
Agriculture, chemical heating and ventilating, home improvement, industrial, irrigation and
sewage applications supplied covering a wide variety of capacities and heads, viscosities
and cold and hot liquids.
PUMP REPAIRS: All ranges of pumps serviced, reconditioned, rebuilt and tested by Experts who have
machine shop, testing facilities and workshops manned with trained personnel. A one-day
repair service is available for standard pumps.
PUMP SERVICE: A fully equipped service unit operating on a national basis, in contact with our base by
radio telephone, can effect emergency service and repairs.
Fluid Handling Specialists
HOLFELD PUMPS design and supply advanced pumping technology and manufactures the
HOLPAK range of pump sets and pressure booster systems.
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IWIL
__________________Pumping perfecliol
Series TOP
Flange ended pumps
e ON 40 to ON 80
• For use with European power supply
3 - 400v - 415 or 3 - 230v - 240v respectively
• Integrated overload protection with trip relay
and fault signal
• Supplied with thermal insulation as part of
standard package
• Optional extra modules for data monitoring (Q.H.P. et
and digital building management interface
WILO Engineering Ltd., Enterprise Centre, Childers Road, Limerick.
Telephone: 061-41 0963 Telefax: 061-41 47 28· 24
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PRODUCT REVIEW
PU~PS
flow at constant pres ure is absolutely
critical. Other developments of the
Holpak range include fully-automatic
Holpak twin pumps heating and chilled
water pressurisation sets.
The Holpak fixed speed cold water
booster set and the Holpak HFR fire hose
reel set in accordance with SS 5306 and
FOC regulations, have also been
developed to include up to date controls,
including the facility to interface with
building automation systems for remote
system monitoring.
Holfeld Pumps also offer the complete
range of Reheat gasketed plate heat
exchangers for a broad spectrum of
heating and cooling applications, rubber
expansion joints in either screwed SSP or
flanged configuration up to 10" diameter,
for LPHW and chilled water applications.
Holfeld Pumps also supply other pump-
related products including Hawker
conductivity and ultra-sonic level control
equipment. Together with the full range
of both twin/single in-line and end
suction heating and chilled water
circulating pumps, Holfeld Pumps can
offer a complete "One-Stop Shop"
approach and up-to-date pump package,
to the building services industry.
As we all know, plant selection and
design can be the difference between a
good and bad installation, and the
company have always been very
conscious of this when offering a design
or pump selection. It has always been a
policy of Holfeld Pump to work closely
with the design engineer and contractor to
insure that the right pump package is
selected for the job. With over 40
continuous years experience in the pump
business, together with an extensive
product range, Holfeld Pumps offer your
complete building services pump
package.
Details from Holfeld Pumps, 2-4 Merville
Road, Stillorgan, County Dublin. Tel: 01
_288 7361; Fax: 0I - 28807380.
Right: Holpak HVSe custom-built
packaged variable speed booster
pumpset for variable flow rate of 3 ·30
LPS at a constant pressure of 8 BAR.
Holpak HFR packaged fire hose reel pumpset in accordance with BS 5306 and FOe
Rules.
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BSlVel/Vs Better Business
Legal
Nature
of a
Company
This months' BSNews
Better Business is taken
from the bi-monthly Pearse
Trust Newsletter which is
produced by Pearse Trust
Services Ltd to assist
businesses keep abreast of
all matters relating to
company law and the ever-
changing legislative
requirements in respect of
same. Those wishing to
subscribe to the Pearse
Trust Newsletter should
contact Pearse Trust
Services Ltd at Tel: 01-
6791384. The annual cost
is £20 for the first copy
sent to the same address
and £5 for each additional
copy.
26 BSNews, March 1994
Filing of Accounts of Certain
Unlimited Companies and
Partnerships
The provisions of EU Council Directive 90/605
which extends the scope of the Fourth Company
Directive (annual accounts) and the Seventh
Company Directive (group accounts) was
implemented by the Minister of Enterprise and
Employment by regulations dated 20 December
1993.
"In future, certain unlimited companies and
partner hips will be obliged to prepare, and file
with the Registrar of Companies, financial
accounts which comply with the provisions
the Companies (Amendment) Act, 1986 and e
European Communities (Companies: Group
Accounts) Regulations, 1992.
The new Regulations will apply to the accounts
of such entities for financial years commencing
on or after 1 January 1994.
Undertakings Affected
The new provisions will apply to the following
undertakings:
(i) Unlimited companies and partnerships where
all of the members who do not have a limit to
their liability are: - companies limited by
shares or by guarantee; bodies equivalent to the
foregoing which are not governed by the law of
the State; or any combination of the foregoi
(ii) Unlimited companies and partnerships w e're
all the members who do not have a limit to their
liability are: - unlimited companies or
partnerships of the type referred to above which
are governed by the laws of any State in the
European Union; comparable bodies governed
by the laws of any such State; or any
combination of the various types of bodies
referred to in this paragraph and at (i) above.
Preparation of Financial Statements
The 1986 Act will now apply to unlimited
companies and partnerships affected by the
regulations in the same manner as it applies to
limited companies, with appropriate
modifications. The partners of any partnership
affected will have the same duties and
obligations as directors of a company.
26
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Such a partnership will be obliged to prepare accounts in
every calendar year provided that not more than 15 months
may elapse between two sets of accounts. The first set of
accounts must be prepared up to a date not later than 18
months after the partnership's formation; in the case of an
existing partnership the first accounting date must be no later
than 30 June 1995.
Every balance sheet and profit and loss account must be
approved by the partners and signed on their behalf by any
two partners so authorised.
The 1992 Group Accounts Regulations will apply to any
unlimited company or partnership affected by the new
provisions, if such an undertaldng is a parent undertaldng.
aricted Disclosure
A partnership or unlimited company may take advantage of
the accounting exemptions for small and medium-sized
limited companies if it satisfies at least two of the three
conditions specified for such companjes for two consecutive
years.
In such circumstances, the certificate of exemption on the
abridged balance sheet must be signed by two partners.
Likewise, the copy of the special auditors report will have to
be certified by two partners.
Partners' Report
A partnershjp affected by the new regulations will be required
to attach to every balance sheet a Report of the Partners
containing the following information:-
~fair review of the de:e~opment of th.e busin~ss of the
pKership and of its subSidiary undertaldngs dunng the
financial year;
o Particulars of any important events affecting the
partnership or any subsidjary undertaldng since the end of that
year;
o An indication of likely future developments in the business
of the partnership and any of its subsidiary undertaldngs;
o An indication of the activities, if any, of the partnership
and any of its subsidiary undertakings in the field of research
and development;
o An indication of the existence of any branches of the
partnership outside the State and the name of the country in
which each such branch is located. This report must be signed
by two of the partners.
Filing Requirements
A partnershjp affected by the new regulations is obliged to
deliver to the Registrar of Companies - within six months
from the end of the financial year, and accompanied by a
newly prescribed annual return - copies of the balance sheet
and profit and loss account, and group accounts where
applicable, together with copies of the auditors' report and the
report of the partners. All such copies must be certified as true
copies by two of the partners.
Exemption
A partnership, which is a subsidiary of a parent undertaldng, is
entitled to take advantage of Section 17 (as amended) of the
1986 Act. Accordingly, subject to certajn conditions being
met, the accounts of the partnership need not accompany its
annual return to the Comparues Registration Office. The
conditions include, inter alia, the provision of an irrevocable
guarantee by the parent body of the partnershjp's liabilities
and a requirement that the group accounts of the parent body
are annexed to the annual return of the partnership.
It should be noted that consent to such an arrangement must
be given in writing by all of the partners including, in the case
of a limited partnershjp, every limited partner. In addition, a
certified copy of the guarantee from the parent undertaldng
must be forwarded to all partners, including every limited
partner.
Note to Accounts
The statutory instrument inserts a new Section 16A in the
1986 Act. The new provision requires that a note be included
in the accounts of a company annexed to its annual return
indicating the name, the head or registered office and legal
form of every undertaldng having unlimited Liability of which
the company is a member.
The requirement will apply to accounts prepared for the
financial years commencing on or after I January 1994.
Directors' Report
The same statutory instrument also implements Article 11 of
the eleventh Company Directive by amending Section 13 of
the Companies (Amendment) Act, 1986.
A new sub-section provides that the report of directors of a
company must give an indication of the existence of branches
of the company outside the State and the country in which
each such branch is located. Thjs amendment becomes
operative in relation to directors' reports attached to balance
sheets for financial years commencing on or after 30 June
1993.
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PRODUCTS
Potterton Myson's Mini
Minder E and Es
POTTERTON MINI MINDER... FAMILIAR BUT
NEW AGE
The innovative Potterton Mini Minder E and Es give high accuracy
and reliability of an advanced electronic time control, combined
with easy-to-use and to read c10ckface controls reminiscent of less
complex times.
To use the Mini Minder, you simply move the tappets to the desired
"On/Off' times... red tappets turn the heating/hot water on while the
blue tappets turn it off. The "slider" controls allow you to turn the
heating/hot water on or off (two time periods per day or one).
Although the Mini Minder has the best qualities ~f an "~Id familia~
friend", it also incorporates new digital technologies which make It
highly reliable and silent in operation.
The easy-to-use image of the new Mini Minder extends to the
installation process. With its "industry standard" backplate, it
directly replaces (without the need
for wiring alterations) many old-
fashioned time controls, including
the original Potterton Mini Minder.
The Mini Minder E and Es
incorporate: two on/off tappet-
controlled, timed heating periods per
day; clear 12-hour am/pm time
display; non-revolving clock face,
clearly split into am and pm; LED
indicator lights to show when central
heating and/or hot water circuits are in. operati.on; ."soft-tO~Ch"
advance buttons; slider controls; and time-maintained dunng power
failure.
Details from Potterton Myson (IReland) Ltd, Belgard Road,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Tel: 01-590870; Fax: 01-590880.
AUTOSKETCH... PRECISION DRAWING
MADE EASY
AutoSketch Release 2 for Windows software combines the
power and precision of computer-aided design (CAD) with the
freedom of a drawing and illustration program.
This new release provides the tools for creating sketches,
technical drawings, diagrams, information-based graphics and
presentation. Users can quickly design any draWing requiring
precision and detail, including architectural layouts, electrical
drawings, illustrations, flow charts, organisaitonal charts,
patterns and templates.
AutoSketch software's interface has been enhanced to allow
users to become productive even more quickly. AutoSketch
Release 2 provides easy-to-use features such as scroll bars;
multiple document interface (MDI); a multi-level help system
including context-sensitive help; interactive print preview and
print tiling; rulers; fixed units of measurement options; and
predefined and customisable toolboxes, templates and
SketchTools.
Details from CADCO Ltd, Trofalgar House, Montenotte, Cork.
Tel: 021-500125; Fax: 021-502148.
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VENT·AXIA EXTRA
SAFETY
Vent-Axia has introduced the
new VA100 SELV12 safety extra
low-voltage range, designed to
satisfy the latest lEE Revisions.
Representing a major leap
forward in bathroom ventilation,
the VA100 SELV12 is powered
by 12-volt Safety Extra Low
Voltage, which means the fan
can be mounted close to the bath
or shower. The VA100 SELV12
has been independently tested to
IP57 which means it can be
installed with complete safety in
the splash area.
Available in four models with
options of shutter, pullcord a
auto-humidity controls, the fan is
BEAB approved. The VA100
SELV12 is supplied with its own
remote-mounted Safety Extra
Low Voltage transformer which
conforms fully to BS3535.
In order to ensure a fast and
easy installation, wall and
window kits are also available.
The wall kits have a choice of
either brown or white gri~s to
complement the exterior facade
of the building.
Details from Vent-Axia
Ventilation Ltd, 921 Western
Industrial Estate, Naas Road,
Dublin 12. Tel: 01-4504133;
Fax: 01-450 4750.
MULTI·SPEED
ENERGY SAVING
Industrial fan maker, Stockbridge
Airco Ltd, uses Brook Grompton
multi-speed electric motors to
save energy or offer alternative
capacities on its ranges or
centrifugal fans.
Its double-inlet, double-width
GBA-D fan is specified for high
volumes on packaged air
handling units, which are
typically used on large
commercial premises and
shopping centres.
Details from Brook Grompton, St
Thomas' Road, Huddersfield.
Tel: 0044484422150.
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The first name in ventilation
Vent-Axia Ventilation Ltd.
921 Western Industrial Estate.
Naas Road, Dublin 12
Tel: (01) 450 4133 FIX: 450 4570
Where ventilati n has to
it has to be SELV12
The building regulations require bathroom.s
to be fitted with fans capable of extracting
15 litres of air every second.
However for safety's sake electrical equipment
accessible from a bath or shower can now
be operated at 12 volts or less.
Vent-Axia now provides
a safe and easy solution.
The VAl 00 Safety Extra
Low Voltage range.
Fans independently tested
to IP57 so you can install
With lete confidence
Within ne splash area of a
shower or bath. And they
are BEAB approved.
Available with
or without
" shutters and
I
/1 adju table
humidity
control,
SELV fans are
Powered via a remote Safety
Isolating Transformer
conforming to BS3535.
When you specify - or fit -
bathroom ventilation, you
know it has to be safe. So you
know it has be be SELY 12.
Yen SELY 12.
Ventil • n for the safety zone.
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MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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INSTRUMENTS
A family of accurate and
reliable controllers and
indicators suitable for most
process applications.
Fully configurable via
front panel for
thermocouple, RTD or
linear inputs and where .
applicable relay, SSR or
linear outputs and alarms.
West Thermocouples
and RTD's for all
temperature measurement
applications. Standard
types are available or
we can manufacture to
your drawing or
sample supplied.
4 WALKINSTOWN ROAD. DUBLIN 12.
Tel: 01·5223551522229 Telex' 93388 Fax 516919.
KNOCKBRACKEN PARK, BELFAST BT6 OHL
Tel 0232-491966 Telex: 93388
MANOTHERM
LIMITED
THE CONTROL CENTRES
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